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This suggested itinerary to Zambia stands apart from more normal 
safaris: the location deep in the African outback allows a far closer 
encounter with nature and guests are unlikely to come across any 
other people during the bushwalking part of the itinerary.   
 
The South Luangwa National Park is a true wilderness area packed 
with superb wildlife and extremely high quality of guiding.  A walking 
safari provides an intimate and active experience: whilst guests are 
very likely to see big game, including lion, leopard, elephant and 
hippo, you will also have time to stop and appreciate the plants, 
bugs, animal tracks and smaller mammals as well as the sounds and 
smells of the bush.  It's hard to beat the anticipation and excitement 
of hearing warning calls from baboons that normally signal the 
presence of a big cat.  Guides will also point out plants that are 
delicacies for the wildlife and encourage guests to taste seeds that 
are safe for consumption!  Walks usually last around four hours and 
are on flat  though uneven  terrain. 
 
Accommodation during the bushwalk safari is in small camps with en suite chalets.  This is a true getting-away-from-it 
experience in the African bush: the bushcamps which are the base for the walking safari are only accessible on foot, 
ensuring an isolated and exclusive experience away from the tourist trails of other safaris.  Standards of guiding in 
Zambia are second-to-none and your Guide's knowledge and expertise will ensure a safe, rewarding and educationally 
rich trip.   
 
This is a sample itinerary which can be amended to suit different durations, destinations and requirements.  Contact us on 01342 834700 or by 

email at info@nativeescapes.com for a tailor made itinerary. 
 

Day 1 
Overnight flight from London to Lusaka. 

 
Day 2   

Arrive Lusaka, where you will be met and escorted to your connecting flight to Mfuwe in Zambia's South Luangwa National Park.  On arrival, you 
will be met and transferred to your first accommodation.  The camp is set in the remote wilderness on the Luangwa River, providing opportunity to 

see elephants crossing, hippos wallowing and kingfishers darting in and out of the river directly from the camp.  The camps a re often visited by 

wildlife, so simply watching the comings and goings can provide ample entertainment.  The Leadwood trees surrounding the camp provide shade 
in which to relax and watch the wildlife activity.  Accommodation is in 6 thatched en suite chalets built from natural materials with showers open to 

the stars.   This afternoon, perhaps take a game drive to spot local wildlife activity.   (Drive time from airport: 1.5 hours) 
  

Day 3 
The day will be organised around activities available: these may include taking a walking safari, mountain biking, or game drives.  There is also an 

opportunity to view game from the air on a micro light flight.  Arrangements can also be made to visit a local school which the Camp works closely 
with to fund teacher salaries and equipment: visitors wishing to make donations to take items such as skipping ropes, deflated footballs, dice to 

use in maths classes, coloured pens and pencils or medical supplies such as plasters, bandages and antisceptic creams.   A trip to the village is 

guided by the teachers of the school and women of the village.    
 

Days 4-6 
You will rise early for a canoe trip across the Luangwa followed by a guided bushwalk to the next camp.  Your luggage is transported separately, 

so you only need to carry binoculars and a camera.  The guides in this part of Africa are renowned for their expertise: their ears are trained to hear 
and identify wildlife sounds and their expert eyes will pick out game that are camouflaged in the bush 
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Accommodation for the next two nights is in a tree camp in en suite thatched chalets raised above the ground from which you have a wonderful 

vantage point of the acacia grove visited by a constant trail of wildlife throughout the day.  The canvas shade provides shelter from the sun and 
thanks to solar power, a cool beer or glass of wine is always available.   

 
The daily routine in the bush camps is to take a long walk in the morning lasting approximately 4 hours, starting early to avoid the heat of the day.  

The pace is generally leisurely and the guide will stop and talk about points of interest along the way.  There will be a stop for tea or coffee freshly 
brewed over an open fire mid-way.  You will return to camp mid-morning with time for relaxation, lunch and a siesta before another shorter walk in 

the late afternoon 

 
Days 6 - 8.   

This morning, an early start for a walk on to the next bush camp: standing on an old river bank overlooking a usually dry lagoon with views down 
the length of it.  En suite chalets are built from natural local materials and showers are open to the stars.  With all living areas open to the 

elements it offers wonderful opportunities to view game from all parts of the camp whether whilst dining or relaxing with a cool drink during the 
heat of the day. 

 
Day 8 

You will return to the main camp on foot and transfer back to Mfuwe Airport for your flight to Lusaka, where you transfer to your accommodation. 
We will provide a list of things to do for your day in Lusaka. 

 

Day 9 
This morning, you will be transferred from your Lusaka Hotel to Lusaka airport for your direct flight back to London, arriving in the evening. 

 
You may choose to extend your trip with a few days at the Victoria Falls or on a houseboat on the Zambezi river.   

Contact us for more information on 01342 834700 

GENERAL INFORMATION – PLEASE ENSURE YOU READ THE FOLLOWING 
 

Passports: Please ensure these are valid for travel and that you are in possession of valid visas (if required see below). You are required to take out comprehensive 

travel insurance to safeguard against cancellation and curtailment, medical expenses, repatriation e xpenses, damage/theft/loss of personal baggage, money and 
personal belongings. 

Visas: Not required for South Africa, Namibia or Botswana for UK or Irish nationals for stays of up to 90 days. An onward or return ticket is required, as well as sufficient 

funds and documents needed for further travel. Please note that visitors to South Africa must have a MINIMUM of two blank/empty VISA pages in their passport and more 
than 6 months validity on their passport from date of entry in South Africa. Visitors to South Africa with foreign passports who do not comply with these requirements will 
either be stopped from boarding their aircraft at their point of departure or risk deportation on arrival in South Africa . 

British citizens require a valid passport and a visa to visit Zambia. As of November 2008, the cost for a visa for entry to Zambia is US$50 for single entry; US$80 for 
double / multiple entry for British Nationals. Note that a day trip from Zambia to the Zimbabwean side of Victoria Falls will constitute a double entry. You can buy the visa 

at the port of entry: be sure to have the correct amount with you in US dollars as they are unlikely to give change.  Note: Passport and visa requirements are liable to 
change at short notice.  Travellers are advised to check their entry requirements with their embassy or consulate.  The South African Department of Health has 
confirmed that as of 01 October, 2011 all travellers entering, or re-entering, South Africa from Zambia must have a yellow fever inoculation unless in 

possession of a valid waiver certificate. Travellers transiting airports in countries with risk of yellow fever transmission will be required to show proof of yellow fever 
vaccination, regardless of the amount of time spent at the airport. Those without a valid vaccination certificate or waiver will be refused entry, quarantined until their 
certificates are valid, or for a period not more than 6 days. 

Health: The World Health Organisation (www.who.int/en/) recommends that all travellers to Southern Africa are inoculated against diphtheria, tetanus, measles, mumps, 
rubella and polio as well as for Hepatitis B. Inoculation against Hepatitus A and Typhoid is also recommended for travel in South Africa. Depending on the area visited, 

anti-malarial drugs may also be recommended. All travellers should seek advice from their local GP or travel clinic for up-to-date advice on vaccinations and different 
malarial options. Travel insurance is part of the Terms and Conditions of your trip with Native Escapes it is essential that you purchase comprehensive travel insurance for 

your trip. Your insurance should be inclusive of full medical cover including costs of emergency repatriation, cancellation and travel delay.  

Native Escapes complies with the UK Package & Travel Regulations 1992. Holidays with flights included are covered by the company's ATOL Bond (Air Travel 

Organisers' Licence) held by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). This means that in the unfortunate event that our company should fail, the CAA will arrange any 
necessary repatriation and any refund of monies paid to Native Escapes  in advance. Our ATOL number is 9709. We have testimonials  on our website: visit 
www.nativeescapes.com/aboutus for more information. 


